
Big Question: How does war change lives?

NUMERACY

Old money
Imperial Measures

Ratio and Proportion - recipes from dig for victory

Ratio
Algebra
Decimals

Percentages
Fractions

Area/ Perimeter and volume
Statistics

LITERACY
Goodnight Mr Tom

Reasons for War - Explanation text

Narrative-Unknown journey
Character description - William/Tom
Setting description - Toms house

She�eld Blitz - Recount Newspaper Report
What to do in an air raid

The home front - Non chronological report
Focus: Rationing and woman at war

ART

Pencil sketching focusing on sketching techniques and showing
perspective using a single focal point and horizon.

Examining the work of Henry Moore, inspired by the Blitz, leading
into silhouette art of a Blitz scene. This then feeds into 3D art and

the design and creation of a clay relief tile in Spring 2.

DT/ STEM
Research, design, plan, make and evaluate:

WW2 rationing recipes

SCIENCE
Light

Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines
Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects

are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye
Explain that we see things because light travels from light sources
to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our eyes

Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why
shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them

The human Eye-Animation (ICT link)

TOPIC:

Children of War
Links to Goodnight Mr Tom and Once

YEAR 6 Spring TERM
Visit: Eden Camp

PE
Basketball

OAA
Fitness

GERMAN
Greetings in German

Colours
Family members
Days of the week

PSHE
Friendship
Empathy

Resolving conflict
Keeping safe

R.E. Christianity / Islam
Qualities of leaders

Judaism – symbolism
Star of David facts

Holocaust

P4C
Completed fortnightly

MUSIC
Songs from WWII

(We’ll meet again programme)
Follow Charanga
Music Service

ICT

Tinkercad - Design programme
Imovie - editing, filming, special e�ects, audio

Spreadsheets - Using simple formulae, ordering and presenting
data, generate sum, average and mode

Google Drive
Internet Safety
Passwords

Safer Internet Day

HISTORY
War is Declared – Prime Minister's Speech
Evacuation – postcard home / letter home

Everyday life during WWII.
E.g. economy, rationing, “Make do and mend”.

WWII Timeline
Women in WW2

Examining sources of evidence
Comparisons between Great Britain and Germany in WW2

GEOGRAPHY
Great Britain – reasons for invasions

World map – invasions
Locating cities within Europe-Coordinates (maths link)

Land use – growing (victory garden)

LEARNING SKILLS - Communication □ Resilience □ Working with others □ Critical and Creative thinking □ Problem solving □ Reflectivity □


